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PRODUCTION LINE MANUFACTURES FIRST PRODUCTS FOR FOR MORAY WEST PROJECT 
 

First batch of transition pieces produced through Lamprell renewables production line sail away 
 
Lamprell is pleased to announce a significant achievement following the safe and on-time sail away of 
the first batch of transition pieces through its newly commissioned renewables production line for its 
client Moray Offshore Windfarm (West) Limited.  
 
Lamprell and our client, Moray West, have worked tirelessly as one team to ensure the successful sail 
away of the first set of wind turbine generator and offshore substation platform transition pieces. This 
project, awarded in 2022, includes the construction of 62 transition pieces and the shipping of these to a 
marshalling harbour in the UK. Further batch deliveries will continue throughout the months ahead.    
 
The renewables production line was built to address a need in the market for the construction of 
monopiles and transition pieces for wind turbines as the offshore wind sector rapidly expands. It allows 
for serial manufacturing, and its capabilities include automated high-capacity can rolling, welding, milling 
and non-destructive testing, ensuring high-precision production.  
 
Lamprell CEO Ian Prescott commented: “I want to congratulate the project team and thank our client for 
their trust in Lamprell as we underwent both commissioning the renewables production line and 
constructing the first set of transition pieces for the Moray West offshore wind farm. This 
accomplishment marks a significant milestone for Lamprell and the entire renewables industry. Not only 
is our production line a first-of-its-kind facility in the Middle East, but the transition pieces - in terms of 
diameter - are a unique and original product type designed to withstand the harshest offshore 
conditions while maximising energy production. We could not have achieved this without the teamwork 
and cooperation the Moray West team provided. I am extremely proud of this achievement and look 
forward to successfully delivering the rest of the transition pieces throughout 2023.” 
 
 

--Ends-- 
 
 
About Lamprell: 
Lamprell is a leading provider of services to the international energy sector. Driving strategy and 
growth through its Renewables, Oil & Gas and Digital business units, underpinned by almost 
half a century of expertise, the Group has worked hard to establish its reputation for delivering 
projects safely, on time and to budget. Lamprell has firmly established its international credentials in the 
renewables sector and continues to build on its traditional oil & gas credentials. We are recognised for 
building complex offshore and onshore process modules and platforms, as well as fabricating and 
refurbishing jack-up rigs and liftboats. Lamprell employs more than 5,000 people across multiple 
facilities, with its primary facilities located in Hamriyah, in the UAE. Combined, the Group’s facilities 



 
cover approximately 750,000m2 with over 1.2 km of quayside. In addition, the Group has facilities in 
Saudi Arabia (through a joint venture agreement).  
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